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Background and purpose: These EFNS guidelines on the molecular diagnosis of

neurogenetic disorders are designed to provide practical help for the general neurol-

ogist to make appropriate use of molecular genetics in diagnosing neurogenetic dis-

orders. Since the publication of the first two EFNS-guideline papers on the molecular

diagnosis of neurological diseases in 2001, rapid progress has been made in this field,

necessitating an updated series of guidelines.

Methods: Literature searches were performed before expert members of the task

force wrote proposals, which were discussed in detail until final consensus had been

reached among all task force members.

Results and conclusion: This paper provides updated guidelines for molecular diag-

nosis of Huntington�s disease, Parkinson�s disease and dystonias as well as a general

introduction to the topic. Possibilities and limitations of molecular genetic diagnosis of

these disorders are evaluated and recommendations are provided.

Introduction

In 2001, the first two EFNS guideline papers on the

molecular diagnosis of inherited neurological diseases

were published [1,2]. Since then, the progress of the field

has been nothing less than astounding, so an updated

series of guidelines is needed. The aim of this paper is to

provide a summary of the current possibilities and

limitations of molecular genetic diagnosis of Hunting-

ton�s disease, Parkinson�s disease and dystonias and to

provide recommendations for genetic testing.

Search strategy

To collect data about the molecular diagnosis of dif-

ferent neurogenetic disorders, literature searches were

performed in various electronic databases, such as

MEDLINE; OMIM, or GENETEST. Original papers

and meta-analyses, review papers, and guideline rec-

ommendations were reviewed.
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Method for reaching consensus

Consensus about the recommendations was reached by

a step-wise approach. First, members of the task force

met at the EFNS congresses in 2007 and 2008 to discuss

the preparations of the guidelines. In a second step,

experts in the specific topics wrote proposals for chap-

ters for each group of disorders. In a third step, these

chapters were distributed and discussed in detail

amongst all task force members until a final consensus

had been reached.

Results and recommendations

Recommendations are based on the criteria established

by the EFNS [3], with some modifications to account for

the specific nature of genetic tests. As genetic testing is by

definition the gold standard to diagnose a genetically

defined disease (barring the rare event of a lab error), its

diagnostic accuracy can not be tested against another

diagnostic method. Therefore, the level of recommen-

dations will be based on the quality of available studies

(for a definition see supplementary material [3]) which

investigate a proportion of cases of a clinically defined

group of patients, which are explained by a specific

molecular diagnostic test. As practically all of these

studies have been retrospective (i.e. looking for a specific

mutation in a previously ascertained and clinically

diagnosed cohort of patients) the highest level of rec-

ommendation will be at level B [3]. References for the

studies forming the basis of our recommendations are

given both in tables and in the separate chapters. If only

small case-series studying genotype-phenotype correla-

tions are available, the level of recommendation will be

at level C. If only case reports could be found, but ex-

perts still felt that they could give a recommendation, the

level of recommendation will be �good practice point�.

General guidelines of molecular diagnosis of
neurogenetics disorders

For the neurologist, the availability of molecular testing

for an increasing number of diseases is the most chal-

lenging consequence of the recent progress in the

molecular genetic sciences. In clinical practice, the ben-

efits and limitations of molecular diagnosis depend on

the degree of genetic complexity of the disorder under

investigation. Some diseases, such as Huntington�s dis-
ease, are caused by a specific mutation in a single gene

[4], and routine molecular diagnosis can be provided by

a simple and cheap PCR-based assay. In other cases,

such as in the spastic paraplegias, many different

mutations in different genes may be causative (�allelic�
and �non-allelic� heterogeneity, respectively). Depending

on the size and number of the gene(s) involved, this may

render molecular diagnosis costly and time-consuming.

The treating physician therefore has to be able to weigh

the probability that a test which is ordered will actually

detect a mutation against its costs.

Despite these caveats and despite the fact that today

only a small percentage of neurogenetic disorders can

be treated effectively, molecular diagnosis is increas-

ingly important because it may provide valuable

information for the affected individuals and their fam-

ilies on prognosis and recurrence risks and may help to

make informed decisions on life and family planning.

Today, molecular testing will usually be helpful only if

a �monogenic� disease or a rare monogenic variant of an

otherwise common disease is suspected, although con-

siderable progress has also been made in recent years in

defining relevant genetic risk factors for the development

of the more common �genetically complex� diseases.

Those variants will not be discussed here, despite their

potential relevance for developing future therapies.

Genetic counselling

The primary goal of molecular diagnosis is always to

provide help for the individual patient, client (usually

an affected or at risk individual) and/or their families.

Reducing the prevalence of inherited disorders in a

population or in subsequent generations may be a sec-

ondary effect, but must never be allowed to guide the

process of genetic counselling.

A genetic diagnosis affects not only the patient, but the

entire family. Therefore, genetic counselling is essential.

Sensitive and informed counselling provides patients and

families with a foundation for decisions about testing.

Patients should be counselled as to the clinical features

and course of the suspected disease as well as to potential

consequences for the family, taking into consideration

the most important genetic parameters such as mode of

inheritance, penetrance or variability of clinical expres-

sion. Thorough experience in both the human genetics

and the specific neurologic aspects of a disorder is nec-

essary for qualified counselling.

Informed consent

As is true for all diagnostic procedures, the essential

prerequisite for molecular diagnosis is the informed and

voluntary consent of the patient. Therefore, the neurol-

ogist should establish that a patient or lawful surrogate is

capable of comprehending relevant information and of

exercising informed choices. Genetic tests should not be

performed at the request of members of the patients�
families or other third parties (e.g. insurers, employers)

without the expressed written consent of the patient.
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Confidentiality

Test results suggesting that patients or family members

carry mutations that indicate or predict a major

neurologic disorder or a susceptibility to a neurologic

disease are highly sensitive. Therefore, rigorous mea-

sures to ensure confidentiality should be taken. Test

results should never be disclosed to a third party

without explicit written consent from the patient or

their lawful surrogates.

Pre-symptomatic diagnosis

The identification of disease genes allows for pre-

symptomatic (predictive) diagnosis in many cases.

Guidelines for pre-symptomatic diagnosis have been

issued by the International Huntington�s Disease Soci-

ety and the World Federation of Neurology for Hun-

tington�s disease [5]. These guidelines, which include

extensive pre- and post-test counselling, should be fol-

lowed in all cases of pre-symptomatic diagnosis.

Involvement of an experienced genetic counsellor is

essential. If no clear therapeutic consequences can be

envisioned, pre-symptomatic testing should not be

performed in minors.

Other sources of information on genetic testing

Genetic classifications in these guidelines follow, if

applicable, the most comprehensive catalogue of

human hereditary diseases, the �Online Mendelian

Inheritance in Man (MIM)� (http://omim.nih.org),

which is maintained by the National Center of Bio-

technology Information (NCBI). �MIM-numbers� are

given for easy reference.

Further information can be obtained on several

useful websites:

• http://www.geneclinics.org/: �GeneClinics�, a clinical

information resource relating genetic testing to the

diagnosis, management, and genetic counselling.

• http://www.eurogentest.org/ : �EuroGentest�, an EU-

funded network of excellence that intends to har-

monize genetic testing across Europe. The website

provides information about availability and quality

assurance of genetic test.

• http://www.orpha.net/: �OrphaNet�, a searchable

database of over 5000 rare diseases, which includes

information about genetic testing.

• http://omim.nih.org/: �Online Mendelian Inheritance

in Man, OMIM�. Online catalogue of Mendelian

disorders and traits in man.

• http://www.mitomap.org/: �MITOMAP�, a human

mitochondrial genome database.

Technical aspects of molecular testing

If the gene causing a neurological disorder is known,

molecular diagnosis can be performed by mutational

analysis. Only DNA from the affected or at-risk indi-

vidual is required. Usually, exons that are known to

harbour mutations (point mutations or small deletions

or insertions) will be amplified by polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) from genomic DNA, which has been

extracted from peripheral blood leukocytes. Depending

on its type, the mutation will then be detected either by

gel electrophoresis (e.g. in the case of trinucleotide re-

peat expansions), or by DNA sequencing. Heterozy-

gous deletions or multiplications of entire exons or even

entire genes are increasingly recognized as a rather

common type of pathogenic mutations. These muta-

tions cannot be detected by routine sequencing, and

must be sought by exon or gene dosage assays. If a gene

is very large (genes with more than thirty exons are not

uncommon) and mutations are scattered throughout

the entire gene, mutational analysis can be very costly

and time-consuming with current routinely used meth-

ods. In these cases, routine sequence analysis is some-

times offered only for portions of a gene where

mutations are known to be clustered.

The patient confirms his informed consent to the

procedure in writing. Usually, ten to twenty ml of whole

blood (usually EDTA) is drawn. The blood can be sent

to a laboratory without freezing or refrigeration. A delay

of three to 5 days before DNA extraction is acceptable.

It is crucial that the tubes are clearly labelled, and that

the clinical information including family history and the

informed consent are included in the shipment.

Molecular diagnosis of Huntington�s disease

Huntington disease (HD, MIM 143 100) is the �pro-
totypic� neurogenetic disorder (Table 1). It is usually

characterized by the triad of choreic movements,

cognitive decline and personality changes. Clinical

manifestations may be highly variable, however, and

particularly in juvenile patients, akinesia, rigidity, or

epileptic seizures may occur. The disease is caused by

the expansion of a CAG-triplet in the first exon of the

HTT gene (formerly HD or IT15), which encodes

huntingtin, leading to the formation of an elongated

polyglutamine (polyQ) sequence within the protein [4].

This highly polymorphic CAG repeat ranges between

10 and 28 copies on normal chromosomes, but is ex-

panded to a range of 36–121 on HD chromosomes.

Adult onset patients usually have 40–55 repeats, with

juvenile onset patients having over 60. CAG repeats

above 40 are fully penetrant, although there is a
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borderline repeat range between 36 and 39 repeats

with reduced penetrance. CAG repeat lengths vary

from generation to generation, with both expansion

and contraction, but there is a tendency for repeat

lengths to increase, particularly when transmitted

through the paternal lineage. The instability of the

CAG expansion with the tendency to expand during

transmission underlies the phenomenon of anticipa-

tion, i.e. increasing severity and earlier onset of an

inherited disease in subsequent generations. CAG

repeat instability during paternal transmission is

important in the development of large expansions

associated with juvenile HD and approximately 80%

of juvenile HD patients inherit the HD gene from their

father. There is a negative correlation between the

CAG repeat size and age at onset. However, CAG

repeat length does not completely explain variations in

age of onset, clinical phenotype or rate of clinical

progression, suggesting that other modifying genes

may play an important role [6].

Diagnostic testing for HD is usually requested by

neurologists when patients present with neurological

signs and symptoms of the disease. Adequate genetic

counselling and informed consent in these situations is

important. In some instances there may be no previous

known family history of HD, so the diagnosis comes as

a shock to the person and their family. In these situa-

tions partners and other family members should be

involved early in the diagnostic counselling process, as a

confirmatory result of HD has profound implications

for siblings and offspring.

Indications and consequences of diagnostic and pre-

symptomatic molecular diagnosis have been studied

widely in HD (reviewed in [7]). There are numerous

issues relating to insurance, employment and genetic

discrimination of persons at risk for HD [8]. In sus-

pected HD patients with early onset it must be

remembered that parents may carry smaller repeat

expansions and thus may manifest the disease after

their offspring. Molecular diagnosis in a young

individual may therefore result in inadvertent pre-

symptomatic testing in a parent [9].

The wide availability of genetic testing has allowed

detailed genotype/phenotype studies in HD. It has

also increased our understanding of disorders that

present with a similar clinical picture to HD (HD

phenocopies) with similar cognitive, psychiatric and

motor features, but which are HD gene negative

(reviewed in [10]). HD phenocopies occur in approx-

imately 1% of large genetic screens of individuals

with clinical signs of HD [11].

Expansions of CTG/CAG-triplets in a variably

spliced exon of the JPH3 gene (junctophilin 3) are

responsible for Huntington disease-like-2 (HDL2,

MIM 606 438), but have been found only in rare

patients of African ancestry [12] (Table 1). Spinocer-

ebellar ataxia (SCA) 17 (MIM 607 136) is caused by

a CAG repeat expansion in the TATA-binding pro-

tein (TBP) gene, which may resemble HD, and in fact

has also been termed HDL-4 [13] (Table 1). Another

autosomal dominant disease that may mimic HD is

dentatorubro-pallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA, MIM

125 370), which is caused by a CAG repeat expansion

in the atrophin-1 gene [14] (Table 1).

Other disorders thatmaymore rarely resembleHDare

SCA1 and SCA3. Inherited prion disorders may also

cause HD phenocopies. Specifically, a 192-nucleotide

insertion in the prion protein gene encoding eight octa-

peptide repeats was described to cause an HD-like dis-

ease, and was called HDL-1 (Table 1). It is essentially an

early onset prion disease with prominent psychiatric

features [15].

Table 1 Molecular diagnosis of Huntington�s disease (HD) and HD-like disorders

Disease Inheritance Position Mutation Gene product Reference Remarks MIM-number

Huntington�s disease
(HD)

AD 4p16.3 Trinuc Huntingtin [4] In HD-cases with early onset,

large expansions should be

searched for by suited techniques

143 100

Huntington disease

like (HDL) disorder

1 (HDL1)

AD 20pter-p12 Octapeptide

expansion

Prion protein [15] Only one family, but octapeptide

insertions in the PrP gene have

been described in other

HD-phenocopy series

603 218

Huntington�s disease
like (HDL) disorder

2 (HDL2)

AD 16q24.3 Trinuc Junctophilin 3 [12] Described to date only in patients

of African ancestry

606 438

Spinocerebellar

(SCA)17 (HDL4)

AD 6q27 Trinuc TATA

box-binding

protein

[13] Cerebellar atrophy 607 136

Dentato-rubro-pallido-

luysian atrophy (DRPLA)

AD 12p13.31 Trinuc Atrophin 1 [14] Cerebellar atrophy 125 370

AD, autosomal dominant; Trinuc; Trinucleotid-repeat expansion.
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Other causes of HD-phenocopies include neuro-

acanthocytosis (MIM 200 150), where autosomal

recessive cases have been associated with mutations in

the chorein gene on chromosome 9 [16]. Lastly, a re-

cently described disorder in the North of England,

neuroferritinopathy (MIM 606 159), caused by muta-

tions in the ferritin light chain polypeptide [17], has

clinical features that overlap with HD. Despite the

increasing number of recognized genetic disorders that

resemble HD, achieving a genetic diagnosis in HD

phenocopy cases is still difficult with currently less than

3% of cases having a confirmatory genetic result [18].

Summary of recommendations concerning molecular

diagnosis of Huntington�s disease

Diagnostic testing for HD is recommended (Level B)

when a patient presents with an otherwise unexplained

clinical syndrome of a progressive choreatic movement

disorder and neuropsychiatric disturbances with or

without a positive family history of the disease [11].

Previously established guidelines for pre-symptomatic

molecular diagnosis should be followed [5]. In muta-

tion-negative cases, no general recommendation can be

given to test for any of the rare genes causing HD

phenocopies.

Molecular diagnosis of inherited parkinsonian
syndromes

Until recently, the role of genetic factors in the aetiol-

ogy of Parkinson�s disease (PD) has not been widely

recognized. Today it is well established that mutations

in several genes are able to cause monogenic forms of

PD [19] (Table 2).

Table 2 Molecular diagnosis of Parkinson�s disease and dystonias

Disease Locus Inheritance Position Gene product Reference Remarks

MIM

number

Familial Parkinson

disease, dominant

PARK1/4 AD 4q21 alpha-Synuclein [20] Point mutations as

well as gene

duplications and

triplications found

601 508

PARK8 AD 12p12 LRRK2,

Dardarin

[24] Most common form

of dominant PD

607 060

Familial Parkinson

disease, recessive

PARK2 AR 6q25–27 Parkin [46] Early-onset 602 544

PARK6 AR 1p33 PINK1 [47] Early-onset 605 909

PARK7 AD 1p34 DJ-1 [48] Early-onset 606 324

Familial

parkinsonism,

other

PARK9 AR 1p36 ATP13A2 [49] Multisystem

degeneration,

Kufor-Rakeb syndrome

606 693

GBA AD 1q21 Glucocerebrosidase [30,31] Heterozygous carriers

of pathogenic mutations

in the Gaucher�s
associated gene GBA

Primary torsion

dystonia

DYT1 AD 9q34 Torsin A [32] A single GAG-deletion

responsible for all cases

128 100

X-chromosomal

dystonia-Parkinson-

Syndrome

DYT3 XL Xq11.2 TAF1 [50] Very rare, only in

Filippinos

314 250

Dopa-responsive

dystonia

DYT5, DRD AD 14q22 GTP-Cyclohydrolase I [36] Pharmacologic testing

should precede genetic

testing

600 225

Dopa-responsive

dystonia

DYT5, DRD AR 11p15.5 Tyrosine hydroxylase [37] Rare, often more

complex phenotype

191 290

Myoclonus dystonia DYT11, MD AD 7q21 SGCE [39] Maternal imprinting

causes reduced

penetrance upon

maternal transmission

159 900

Rapid-onset dystonia-

parkinsonism

DYT12, RDP AD 19q13 ATP1A3 [42] Often de novo mutations 128 235

Paroxysmal dystonia,

non-kinesiogenic

DYT8, PNKD AD 2q35 MR-1 [43] Attacks precipitated by

coffee, alcohol, exertion

118 800

Paroxysmal exercise-

induced dystonia

DYT17, PED AD 1p35 Glut1 [44] Treatable by ketogenic diet 612 126

AD, autosomal dominant; AR, autosomal recessive, XL, x linked.
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Point mutations [20], but also duplications and

triplications [21] of the gene for a-synuclein (SNCA)

can cause an autosomal-dominant form of PD that

can be clinically indistinguishable from the sporadic

disease (MIM 168 601). Point mutations and tripli-

cations are rare and have mostly been found in cases

with a strong dominant family history and a high

prevalence of dementia, but SNCA-duplications can

cause late-onset typical PD. Nevertheless, SNCA-

mutations are very rare [22,23], so molecular diag-

nosis should be considered only for clearly familial

cases.

Mutations in the gene for leucine-rich repeat kinase

2 (LRRK2; PARK8, MIM 607 060) are much more

common, accounting for approximately 5–15% of

familial and (due to reduced penetrance and late

onset) 1–2% of apparently sporadic patients of PD

[24–26]. In some genetically isolated populations, such

as the Ashkenazi Jews or North African Arabs, the

proportion of carriers of the most common mutation,

G2019S, can be as high as 30–40% [27]. The clinical

and pathologic picture is most commonly indistin-

guishable from idiopathic PD, as is the age of onset

of around 60 years. As the gene is very large and the

frequency of mutations varies between populations,

the decision to seek molecular diagnosis will depend

on the specific circumstances. In Europeans, molecu-

lar diagnosis will be feasible only in familial cases

suggestive of dominant inheritance, whilst in some

populations testing for specific high-prevalence

mutations (e.g. the G2019S mutation in the

Ashkenazim) is an already established clinical routine

[28].

The most common cause of early-onset recessive

parkinsonism are mutations in the parkin gene on

chromosome 6 (MIM 600 116). The vast majority of

patients with parkin mutations have disease onset be-

fore age 35, so genetic testing should be limited to early-

onset cases [29]. As a substantial proportion of the

mutations are whole exon or even whole gene rear-

rangements, genetic testing should include appropriate

methods for the detection of these copy number varia-

tions. Mutations in the other recessive PD genes

(PINK1, MIM 605 909 and DJ1, MIM 606 324) cause

a clinically similar phenotype of early-onset parkin-

sonism; their prevalence is less well studied, but appears

to be lower than that of parkin. Only homozygous or

compound heterozygous mutations can be confidently

considered to be pathogenic, as the role of heterozygous

parkin mutations as risk factors for sporadic PD is still

controversial.

Also, mutations in the gene for glucocerebrosidase

(GBA), which cause Gaucher�s disease in homozygous

or compound heterozygous individuals clearly increase

the risk for PD [30,31]. Again there is a markedly higher

prevalence of these variants in Ashkenazi Jews. Pene-

trance of these variants however is not clear, making

counselling difficult.

Summary of recommendations concerning molecular

diagnosis of Parkinson�s disease

In Europeans, molecular testing for LRRK2 is recom-

mended (Level B) in familial cases with dominant

inheritance of parkinsonian syndromes [25,26]. Testing

for the LRRK2 G2019S mutation is recommended in

familial and sporadic patients in specific populations,

e.g. in the Ashkenazim or North African Arabs (Level

B) [27].

Testing for mutations in recessive PD-genes (parkin,

PINK1, DJ-1) is recommended (Level B) in families

suggestive of recessive inheritance (affected sib pairs) or

sporadic patients with very early onset (<35 years)

[29].

Molecular diagnosis of the dystonias

A growing number of genes are being found to cause

familial forms of dystonias (Table 2). Consequently,

molecular diagnosis of these disorders is becoming

increasingly important, although in clinical practice it is

still restricted to a relatively small proportion of pa-

tients with a clearly defined familial disease, whilst the

contribution of genetic factors in the more common

focal dystonias remains poorly defined.

The primary dystonias

Primary dystonias are characterized by involuntary

muscle contractions, leading to twisting and repetitive

movements with no discernible structural or metabolic

cause.

A specific mutation, a deletion of the trinucleotide

GAG (encoding glutamic acid) in the gene for torsin A

on chromosome 9q34, is the major cause of early-onset

generalized dystonia (DYT1) [32]. Patients usually have

disease-onset in an extremity before age 24, with rela-

tively rapid progression to a generalized form. Molec-

ular testing will identify the mutation in more than 90%

of Ashkenazi Jewisch patients with this phenotype, due

to a common founder mutation [33], and in about 30–

50% of non-Jewish Caucasian patients [34], whilst no

specific mutations are found in those with the much

more common adult-onset cervical or cranial dystonias

[35]. Due to the reduced penetrance of about 30% of

the GAG-deletion, DYT1-mutation carriers often have

a negative family history, and a positive family history

is NOT a prerequisite for genetic testing in a patient
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with a typical phenotype. This also must be taken into

account during the counselling process.

Dystonia-plus syndromes

The genetic basis of several relatively rare forms of

hereditary dystonia with specific additional clinical or

biochemical features has been elucidated, providing the

basis for molecular diagnosis. In clinically typical pa-

tients, mutations can be detected in about 40–80% of

cases, whilst genetic testing is rarely helpful in clinically

unclassifiable patients.

Dopa-responsive dystonia (DRD) (MIM 128 230) is

most commonly caused by point-mutations or exon

deletions in the gene for GTP-cyclohydrolase I (domi-

nant with reduced penetrance) [36], but can rarely be

also due to recessive mutations in the genes for tyrosine

hydroxylase [37]. Given these genetic parameters, fam-

ily history is not a good predictor for a positive test

result, so a convincing response to levodopa treatment

should be documented before molecular testing is ini-

tiated. Other than by their dopa-response, these pa-

tients cannot reliably be distinguished from DYT1

patients. Conspicuous diurnal fluctuations of symptom

severity (getting worse during the day) may be a clue.

The clinical picture may also mimic cerebral palsy (CP),

which is why any patient with CP should be given a trial

with levodopa. In a patient with typical DRD, muta-

tions can be found in up to 80% of cases [38].

If the phenotype is characterized by very rapid

(�lightning-like�) myoclonic jerks affecting predomi-

nantly the muscles of the trunk, neck and proximal

extremities, a diagnosis of myoclonus-dystonia (M-D)

(MIM 159 900) should be considered [39]. If the family

history is positive, mutations are identified in the gene

for �-sarcoglycan (SGCE) in a significant proportion of

cases [40,41].The genetic basis of some other dystonia-

plus syndromes, such as �rapid-onset dystonia-parkin-

sonism� (MIM 128 235) [42], or some of the paroxysmal

dystonias [43] has also been elucidated, but these dis-

orders are exceedingly rare and mutational analysis is

usually only offered in a research setting.

Summary of recommendations concerning molecular

diagnosis of dystonia

Molecular testing for the GAG-deletion in the TOR1A

gene is recommended (Level B) in patients with early

(<26 years) and limb-onset generalized dystonia

regardless of family history. Testing for GCH1-muta-

tions including gene dosage studies is recommended

(Level B) in patients with early-onset generalized dys-

tonia with a clear response to levodopa, regardless of

the family history. Sequencing and gene dosage studies

of the SGCE-gene is recommended (Level B) only in

patients with a typical clinical picture of myoclonus-

dystonia syndrome and a suggestive family history. No

genetic tests can be recommended in more common

focal dystonias (good practice point).

Other movement disorders

Sequence analysis of the ATP7B gene causing Wilson�s
disease (WD) (MIM 277 900) can confirm the diagnosis

in a patientwith a diagnosis ofWDfor family counselling

purposes [44]. Blood and urine chemistry, particularly

copper excretion in urine, is still the diagnosticmethod of

choice in the majority of cases. Approximately 55% of

patients in a Caucasian population harbourmutations in

exons 7, 8, 14, 15, or 18. Identification of amutation in an

index patient allows pre-symptomatic testing in other at-

risk family members, which may be particularly impor-

tant in this disease, because preventive and therapeutic

measures are of help.

Although essential tremor (MIM 190 300) and the

restless legs-syndrome (MIM 102 300) are the most

common movement disorders, no disease-causing

mutations that would allow genetic testing have been

identified so far. Identified risk-alleles cannot be used

for individual diagnosis.

Conclusion

The presented guidelines on the molecular diagnosis of

Huntington�s disease, Parkinson�s disease and dystonias

have been created in response to the increasing amount

of data on the genetic background of these disorders,

the increasing need of the clinical neurologist to learn

about the genetic perspective, and the increasing

availability of commercial molecular diagnosis for the

daily routine.
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